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SECTION 1

THE ACCIDENT

BACKGROUND:

For some years prior to the Palomares accident, the Strategic Air Command (SAC) had been 
engaged in Operation Chrome Pome, the use of airborne alert aircraft carrying nuclear ar
mament. This concept generally involved mid-air refueling rendezvous at one or more 
points during a bomber's lengthy mission (Fig. 1-1). As of January 1966, air refueling oper
ations were supported by the Sixteenth Air Force (16AF) with headquarters at Torrejon Air 
Base near Madrid. Refueling was accomplished by tanker aircraft stationed at Torrejon AB 
and Moron AB, further to the south (Fig. 1-2).

COLLISION:

On the morning of 17 January 1966, two Operation Chrome Pome B-52Gs, Tea 12 and Tea 16, * * 
rendezvoused with two KC-135As, Troubadour 12 and Troubadour 14,** in the Saddle Rock 
refueling area at 31, 000 feet. At approximately 0922Z (local time in Spain is Zulu + 1 hour) 
the boom operator in Troubadour 12, while refueling Tea 12, reported to liis pilot that he had 
observed fireballs and what appeared to be a center wing section in a flat spin. This report 
of disaster was the first of many dealing with the accident and its aftermath. Tea 16 and 
Troubadour 14 had collided while engaged in the final stages of hookup for refueling. Other 
aircraft, on other days, and at other places had collided in mid-air. Tea 16, however, was 
carrying four nuclear weapons. The events summarized in this report were the direct result 
of that aircraft accident involving nuclear weapons.

The crews of the other B-52 and KC-135 could not immediately determine the source of the 
falling debris. Troubadour 12 completed the refueling (10-12 minutes) of Tea 12 and then 
returned to the Palomares area to provide reconnaissance. Attempts to communicate with 
Troubadour 14 by radio were unsuccessful. Subsequently descending to 4, 000 feet. 
Troubadour 12 sighted unidentifiable bunting wreckage and, later, what appeared to be the 
tail section of a B-52. Other reports reached the Command Post at Moron AB from passing 
Spanish ships, a British ship, and a civil air liner. The Spanish Guardia Civil (Government 
Police) began reporting parachute sightings and the status of survivors. When these reports 
were radioed to Moron AB and passed to Torrejon, the full impact of the accident became apparent.

Crews and aircraft assigned to the 51st Bomb Squadron, 68BW, 822 AD, 8AF, SAC and 
based at Seymour Johnson AFB, North Carolina.

* Aircraft assigned to the 97th AREFS, 97th BW, 42 AD, 2 AF, SAC Crew assigned to
910th AREFS, 340th BW, Bergstrom AFB, Texas, and was on temporary duty at Moron 
AB.
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Eleven men were involved in the collision, four as crew members of the KC-135 and seven 
on the B-52.

TABLE 1-1

CREW OF THE COLLIDING AIRCRAFT

Name and Grade

*Chapla, Emil., Maj 
*Lane, PaulR., Capt 
Totolicchio, Lloyd. MSgt 
"Simmons, Leo E., Capt

Name and Grade

Buchanan, Ivans, Capt 
*Glessner, George]., 1/Lt 
Messinger, Larry G., Maj 

*Montanus, Stephen S., 1/Lt 
Rooney, Michael]., 1/Lt 

"Snyder, Ronald P., TSgt 
Wendorf, Charles ].', Capt

Crew of KC-135, #61-273, Troubadour 14 
17 January 1966

Service Number

FV803557 
FV3064432 
AF32960258 
FV3104001

Position

Pilot 
Co-Pilot 
Boom Operator 
Navigator

Crew of B-52, #58-256, Tea 16 
17 January 1966

Service Number Position

FV3023677
FV3122847
FV 76406 7
FV3139365
FV3131638
AF23914516
FR6686S

Radar-Navigator
Electronic Warfare Operator
Staff Pilot
Navigator
Co-Pilot
Gunner
Instructor Pilot

*Deceased - did not survive the accident

Of the four survivors, all from the B-52 crew, Captain Buchanan was the only one to come 
down on land. He was aided by Spanish residents and taken to the Clinic Jacinto Gonzales 
in Vera," about 7 kilometers distant. Captain Wendorf and Lieutenant Rooney were picked 
up by the fishing boat, Dorita, * * * Major Messinger was recovered by the fishing boat, 
Agustiny Rosar*; * Both lx>ars put into Aquilas, a nearby port, where the three survivors were 
taken to the local hospital and treated. Later that afternoon, they were transferred to San 
Javier, a Spanish Air Force base about 117 miles up the coast, and from that point were ** *** ****

** In pickup truck of Senor Manuel Gonzales Navarro.
*** Bartolome Roldan Martinez, master
**** Alfonso Orts, master
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evacuated to Torrejon. Captain Buchanan, the most seriously injured of the four survivors, 
was treated at Vera and transferred by civil ambulance to San Javier and evacuated to 
Torrejon.

As is indicated in Table 1-1, seven of the men were killed as a result of accident. Members 
of the Spanish Guardia Civil under command of Captain Isidore Calin took charge at the acci
dent site. Remains were recovered and placed in caskets.* * *** **** Seven bodies were identified by 
the afternoon of 18 January with the help of dental and other records. The remains were re
turned to the United States on 20 January.

INITIAL COMMAND RESPONSE:

The Commander, 16AF, Major General Delmar Wilson, was notified through his 
command post and passed the report to Major General Donald W. Eisenhart, Hq SAC, 
at Offutt AFB, Omaha, Nebraska. These notifications set the "Broken Arrow"** 
response system in motion. The Disaster Control Team from Torrejon was alerted and 
prepared to travel to the scene. At 1136Z Maj Gen Wilson and three members of his staff*** 
departed Torrejon by T-39 and surveyed the accident site from the air, landing at San Javier 
at 1230Z. At 1134Z a C-97 departed Torrejon with 33 members of the Disaster Control 
Team and three accident investigation personnel and arrived at San Javier at 1240Z, An 
H-43 from the Torrejon rescue unit and a C-54 carrying jet fuel to support the H-43 were 
the last aircraft into San Javier on the first day. At 1221Z 17 January, a Disaster Control 
Team under Maj Gen A. J. Beck, Deputy Chief of Staff, Materiel, SAC, left Omaha arriving 
at San Javier at 0114Z, 18 January, and at the accident scene at 0630Z.

At 1125Z on the day of the accident, the Joint Nuclear Accident Coordinating Center (JNACC) 
at Sandia Base (now Kirtland Air Force Base), New Mexico, received word of the accident. 
JNACC is a joint Department of Defense/Atomic Energy Commission (DOD/AEC) organiza
tion charged with coordinating assistance for recovery from nuclear accidents. Its files 
contain information covering status and capability of DOD and AEC accident response teams 
throughout the world. In addition it has ready access to the technical capabilities of the 
atomic community centered in Albuquerque, New Mexico. The Air Force Nuclear Safety 
Directorate at Kirtland AFB advised JNACC that a team of four of their staff had air trans
port to Spain and offered space for other response personnel. Representatives of JNACC,
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory**** and Sandia Corporation**** were alerted and de
parted Albuquerque on the aircraft at 1800Z, 17 January.

* In the face of tragedy, people-to-people response lightens our load. On the evening of 
the accident the remains of the victims were brought to the Town Hall of Cuevas del 
Almanzora, northeast of Palomares. There, among burning candles, services were held by 
a Spanish priest. Maj Gen Wilson received the remains and they were transported to San 
Javier and from there, to Torrejon.
* * Broken Arrow is the code term used in notifications of nuclear accidents.
*** One of these was an interpreter.
**** Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory and Sandia Corporation are organizations which 
develop atomic weapons under contract to the USAEC.
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As the official contact between USAF and the Government of Spain (GOS), the Joint United 
States Military Group (fUSMG) was notified of the accident at once. Chief of the JUSMG,
Maj Gen Stanley J. Donovan, called on the Spanish Air Minister and on General Augustin 
Munoz Grandes, Chief of the Spanish General Staff, informing them of the accident, and then 
proceeded by plane to San Javier.

The United States Embassy in Madrid was notified by the'Torrejon Command Post. The Am
bassador, Angier Biddle Duke, on being advised, proceeded to the Spanish Foreign Office 
and reported the available details to the Spanish authorities.

The Spanish-American Agreement in existence then, * defining responsibilities in case of an 
aircraft accident, provided:

In case of accident occurring to United States military aircraft or to air carriers 
which operate under contract to the United States Government, the Spanish and 
United States authorities will cooperate in the adoption of rescue measures with 
primary responsibility belonging to the United States authorities. Measures to 
take charge of and remove the damaged aircraft and its technical equipment are 
the responsibility of the appropriate United States authorities. Spanish military 
or police forces shall have primary responsibility for the external security of such 
damaged aircraft; however. United States military forces, if first on the scene, 
may assume the responsibility pending the arrival of Spanish military or police 
forces.

Spanish Guardia Civil personnel were the first government representatives on the scene. 
They began immediately to secure the area and continued to perform in that and similar 
capacities for the duration of the recovery operation.

By the evening of the day of the accident, 17 January, 49 U.S. personnel had arrived at 
Palomares. That number would increase in the days that followed to more than 650 at the 
accident site. The tone of the recovery operation was set when President Johnson, while 
breakfasting in his bedroom at the White House, was advised of the accident and that the 
situation involved four thermonuclear weapons. He phoned the Secretary of Defense, and 
after checking on the danger of a nuclear detonation, instructed that we should "do every
thing possible to find them. "

PALOMARES:

The village of Palomares lies near the southeastern coast of Spain (Fig. 1-2) in the province 
of Almeria, It is so small that it is not included on many maps, nor was it included in the 
census. At the time of the accident, its population was estimated to be approximately 2,000 
persons. By American standards Palomares would be considered a poor village, although

•Procedural Agreement No. 14 to the 26 September 1953 Agreements, Operation of Military 
Aircraft, " 12 November 1954
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probably somewhat richer than most in Almeria, the forty-ninth of Spain's fifty provinces in 
per-capita income. The area was once rich in metals, with evidence of mining activity 
dating from as early as 3500 B.C. It was later settled and its metals extracted to support 
the far-reacliing commerce of the Phoenicians. Metals, however, no longer contribute to 
the area's economy. The abandoned mine shafts are the only remains of this industry. The 
presence of these diggings in the area was to play a part in the search for a missing bomb.

Palomares is also sufficiently arid that its only industry, agriculture, must depend on deep 
well irrigation. Relying on this irrigation, the village had been able to enjoy a modicum of 
prosperity. Farming the irrigated land produced alfalfa, beans, cotton and two wheat and 
two tomato crops in 1965, The tomatoes accounted for the village's principal economic input 
in that year, about $250,000.

Electricity, provided by a local generator, came to Palomares in 1958 and with it, radios 
and a few television sets. These modern media which were to carry the Palomares story to 
the world would also involve the people of that barriada (hamlet) in the diplomatic and propa- 
ganda maneuverings of the nuclear powers.

The people of Palomares are farmers and farm laborers, but the waters off the Palomares 
coast were the harvest grounds of many fishermen from nearby ports and villages: 
Villaricos, Aguilas, and Garrucha. These people, after playing the major part in the res
cue of the surviving airmen, were to be excluded from parts of their fishing grounds by the 
extensive underwater salvage operation which was to follow. (Section III).

One can imagine the response of individuals on the ground to the collision 30,000 feet above 
them. The refueling operations were not new to the residents of Palomares. Many "hook
ups" had been witnessed on other occasions. This day, however, was to be different. Some 
saw the collision; others looked up only when they heard the explosion. What all saw was 
the burning aircraft wreckage falling about their village and farm plots. The B-52 had 
broken apart at high altitude. The KC-135, however, remaining fairly intact as it plum
meted to earth, apparently exploded just before ground contact (1600 ft) and again on contact. 
Engines, wing sections, gear and other smaller pieces fell about the countryside, in back 
yards and open fields. The debris pattern on land was spread over several square miles. 
Father Serraro, a circuit priest from Cuevas del Almanzora who tended to Palomares 
parishioners, suggested that "the hand of God" had protected the village. Aside from being 
frightened, no person or animal was injured nor was any structure damaged - other than 
broken windows and the like.

THE BOMBS:

As the first Americans arrived in Palomares, the priorities of the task before them were 
fairly obvious. First, there was concern for people, crew members of the aircraft and 
residents of the village. After Maj Gen Wilson had seenJto the condition of the surviving 
airmen in Aguilas and the remains of the deceased in Cuevas, he was assured by local au
thorities at Palomares that no injuries had been sustained by the populace. Some members
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of the response force had performed initial radiation surveys, predominantly around the 
areas of major wreckage. These surveys indicated that there had been no nuclear explosion. 
Somewhere, in the gathering darkness, four nuclear weapons had to be located. There were 
many stories to be told by the Spaniards who had seen parachutes with projectiles attached, 
but there were few of the Americans who could understand the language. Just before dark,
Sgt Ramond Howe, who had been conducting radiation monitoring of some of the wreckage, 
learned of a possible weapon from a member of the Guardia Civil. That report led the team 
to its first find about 900 feet from the beach and southeast of the village (Fig, 1-3). The 
weapon was only slightly damaged on impact. It apparently had fallen against a soft, high 
bank and rolled to the bank's base (Fig. 1-4). Radiation checks were negative. The team 
decided to leave render-safe* procedures until morning as it was now too dark to accomplish 
the task. Air Force guards were posted at the weapon. The weapons were given numbers 
in the order in which they were found. The team spirit rose at the relative ease of the 
Number 1 find and at its good condition.

Darkness and the rugged terrain in another search area a mile west of the village made it 
necessary to postpone this search until morning.

At first light, the small force gathered at the B-52 tail section which was to be used as a 
command post (Fig. 1-5). All available personnel were pressed into the search effort. By 
0930 hours**, the second weapon was located. Number 2 turned out to be the bomb that had 
evaded location the previous evening. Unlike Number 1, however, Number 2 had been sub
stantially damaged upon impact. Part of the weapon's high explosive had detonated but as 
designed, no nuclear detonation had taken place.4**

Portions of the weapon were in a crater of about 20-foot diameter and 6 feet in depth. Other 
parts of the weapon assembly were found as far away as 100 yards. Weapon render-safe 
procedures were not required here. The primary concern with Number 2 was the plutonium 
contamination that must have been released by the high explosive detonation. Radiation 
detection equipment indicated the presence of significant alpha contamination in the area.

At approximately 1030 hours, one hour after Number 2 had been located, Number 3 was dis
covered within the limits of the village of Palomares, It's high explosive had also detonated 
but again there had been no nuclear detonation.*** Parts of the weapon were strewn to 
distances of 500 yards. Plutonium contamination was also present at this site.

* Render-safe refers to the procedures employed to insure that a weapon's firing system 
is disarmed.
** Times are local unless indicated otherwise.
*** The term used to describe this required design feature is called one-point safety. It 
is defined as a probability no greater than one in one million that if a nuclear weapon under
goes detonation on any one point at anyplace in the high explosive system the weapon will 
not produce a nuclear yield of energy in excess of 4-pounds TNT equivalent.
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Weapon Number 1 was lifted by helicopter and loaded on a truck. Debris from Numbers 2 
and 3 were collected by Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD) personnel and boxed for ship
ment, Heavy debris could not be lifted by helicopter at sites 2 and 3 because downdrafts 
caused by the craft's rotors would have caused spread of contamination. The packaged 
debris was trucked from Palomares to San Javier and flown to Torrejon on 20 January. There 
it was repacked, minimizing the opening of the temporary containers. Before the shipment 
was airlifted to Amarillo, Texas, it was used at Torrejon as a calibration source for an 
aircraft mounted radiation detection system (Section 2). The shipment left Spain on 30 
January 1966.

The location and recovery of weapon Number 4 is covered in Section 3. It suffices here to 
say that the weapon had fallen offshore with its main parachute deployed. It was not recov
ered from the s«a until 7 April 1966. The weapon was essentially intact and not 
contaminated. Render-safe procedures were conducted by 16AF personnel on board the 
recovery vessel.

SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS:

Small as it is, the probability of a nuclear yield in an accident makes nuclear weapon safety 
the first concern at all levels of military command, including that of the Commander-in- 
Chief. In response to our national policy with regard to nuclear safety, weapons designers 
employ a number of means to insure against an unplanned nuclear detonation. In general, 
weapons are designed so that a positive event or sequence of events peculiar to its planned mode of 
delivery or attack must occur before a weapon will produce a significant nuclear yield. It is 
reassuring that the safety engineering that was employed in the weapons was successful in 
preventing a nuclear explosion at Palomares and it is important to note that there has never 
been an accidental nuclear explosion involving United States weapons.
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shepards. The structures and aerodynamics group of the Board required a crane to turn 
wreckage so that fire pattern areas, structural failure points, etc., could be detected. On 
28 January, the Board returned to Torrejon to continue formal proceedings, interview sur
viving crew members, and complete the investigation. The aircraft accident investigation 
was completed and the report forwarded by 8 February.

Search For Weapon #4:

The basic problem was to analyze ballistic trajectory, define the search area, and locate the 
fourth weapon. The Board theorized that the B-52 and all weapons experienced deceleration 
as a result of the breakup of the aircraft. The tail cover assembly from Weapon #4 was 
found northeast of the B-52 tail area and in line with Weapons #2 and #3. After the initial 
B-52/KC-135 collision, a rupture of one longeron occurred just aft of the B-52 trailing edge. 
The forward fuselage pitched downward with ultimate loads snapping the left wing off. The 
weapons were then tossed out. Weapon #2 was found with a major piece of the bomb rack 
still attached, and after theorizing, it was determined that high G-loading had occurred, 
causing the relatively massive weapons to separate at approximately 4 to 5 seconds after the 
initial longeron failure. Weapons #1 and #3 apparently did not tumble, and they initiated 
chute deployment in the first few seconds after release, it was reasonably certain that 
Weapon #2 was tumbling when it fell. Weapon #1 was found with its chute intact and it did 
not incur an HE* explosion. Weapon #2 experienced an HE explosion. Case fragments and 
approximately 10 pounds of HE were found within 300 feet of its crater. Weapon #3 also had 
an HE explosion on impact, scattering approximately 80 pounds of HE and plastic within 100 
feet of its crater. One fragment was found approximately 1500 feet from the crater.

The main effort of the camp was now directed toward locating the missing weapon and sensi
tive documents and equipment. The search started from beyond the last known wreckage and 
worked toward the sea. Searching was conducted with personnel lined abreast, under the 
direction of three search leaders equipped with portable non-tactical radio units (Fig, 2-11). 
A relay point for the radios was located atop a small peak in the vicinity of the Command 
Post. Each day search areas were laid out and instructions given to the personnel as to what 
type of equipment they were to look for. Maintenance personnel and aircraft investigation 
and disaster control teams were on the search, mixed with other personnel, so that anything 
spotted could be duly noted, identified, and reported to the intelligence specialists for plot
ting on maps.

During the first week there were no adequate maps on which to plot each day's search. 
Existing maps from Spanish sources proved to be inaccurate and did not show the village of 
Palomares. On 24 January the first of the mosaics prepared from the 18 January aerial 
reconnaissance arrived, and serious plotting of wreckage impact points and search areas 
could then be done.

As photo mosaics became available, search areas became more definitive, and coverage 
could be more accurately determined without duplication of effort. After technical theorists
* High Explosive
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SECTION 3

SEA OPERATIONS

BACKGROUND:

Situation:

At 0922Z, on 17 January 1966, the collision of an Air Force B-52 SAC bomber and a KC-135 
Tanker aircraft caused some 250 tons of debris to plunge to the surface of the earth in the 
vicinity of a Spanish harrlet called Palomares, Because of the proximity of the collision 
point to the coastline 'Fig, 3-D and the prevailing wind conditions, much of the debris fell 
into the Mediterranean Sea. The purpose here is to summarize the actions that resulted in 
the at-sea search, identification, recovery and wrap-up of Aircraft Salvage Operations 
Mediterranean (AIRCRAFT SALVOPS MED).

Authority:

In response to a verbal request from the Sixteenth Air Force Command for search and rescue 
assistance, the Commander in Chief, U.S. Naval Forces Europe directed Commander, Sixth 
Fleet to send a ship to the area. As a result of this order, a fleet tug (Fig. 3-2) arrived off 
Palomares just 7 hours and 8 minutes after the accident. Since the recovery of survivors by 
Spanish fishermen had occurred several hours previously, the Navy ship was released by 
the Air Force on-scene commander the following day. However, since only three of the 
four hydrogen bombs carried by the B-52 could be located ashore, the Air Force requested 
Navy participation in an at-sea search and the recovery of the debris resulting from the col
lision. Again, Commander, Sixth Fleet, responded, this time by ordering three ocean
going mine sweepers and a four-man EOD team to the area. This contingent was only the 
forerunner of the eventual thirty-four vessels that were to be manned by some 3425 civilian 
and military personnel. This task force was to be augmented by an assortment of four 
manned submersibles, three unmanned vehicles, and numerous systems designed to aid in , 
the search, identification, and recovery of objects located on the ocean floor.

Meanwhile, the DOD took action within its means to provide the necessary support to insure 
that the missing weapon would be recovered in the most expeditious manner possible. The 
Assistant to the Secretary of Defense (Atomic Energy) requested, through the Assistant 
Secretary of the Navy (Research and Development) that the Navy use all means to accom
plish the task before them. On Sunday, 23 January, the CNO established AIRCRAFT 
SALVOPS MED and directed mobilization of Navy resources to assist in the search and re
covery of the lost nuclear weapon. Since the Navy is responsible for the disposal of explo
sive ordnance discovered within the ocean, the task of locating the missing weapon was set 
about in earnest.

In the main, the CNO order resulted in two primary actions, one on site and the other within 
the Naval establishment. Task Force Sixty Five was organized from the assets of the Sixth 
Fleet. Rear Admiral William S. Guest, USN, Deputy Commander, Naval Strike and Support
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which in spite of the resemblance of towed search equipment to minesweeping gear, experi
enced two additional limitations and the loss of three towed vehicles. A difficult ship 
handling problem existed at the 1-2 knot tow speed of the.OBSS making the maintenance of a 
search track impossible in any increased wind or sea conditions, and the physical require
ments of recovery dictated diver assistance to shift the tow rig from astern to a midships 
boom for hoisting aboard, a relatively difficult and dangerous task in high sea states (Fig, 
3-11).

Use of the underwater TV system (Fig. 3-12) required even more stringent operating par
ameters, It could not be towed, and so necessitated extremely accurate ship positioning for 
either search or contact identification. When a multipoint moor was feasible, search or 
identification could be conducted by a trial and error dipping procedure until the area access
ible from that moor was covered. When a moor was not feasible, the operation was practi
cally impossible.

Forty-two days after the accident over Palomares, and on the tenth dive by ALVIN, a target 
was discovered in the vicinity of the place where Simo' Orts reported seeing a weapon de
scend. It was approximately 400 feet long rather than the expected 10 feet and is explained 
in the following ways.

After water entry, the nuclear weapon, still suspended from its parachute, descended to a 
depth of 355 fathoms riding the prevailing currents. It touched down on the rim of an under
water ridge and was apparently dragged over the edge by the current forces on the chute, 
subsequently slid into the deep submarine canyon depicted in Figure 3-13. From here it con
tinued its descent to a depth of 425 fathoms, leaving a smooth furrow. It was this furrow, 
shown in Figure 3-14, that was first discovered by ALVIN on 1 March while conducting con
tour searches at constant depth levels. Close to the end of her submerged endurance,
ALVIN attempted to follow the furrow down the steep slope but was unable to keep it in sight. 
Nearing the end of her battery life, she was forced to surface. Eight search missions in the 
same area and 12 days later, ALVIN relocated the furrow, but again did not reach the end of 
the track prior to being forced to surface due to battery exhaustion. The next day was spent 
in maintenance and finally on 15 March ALVIN successfully backed down the furrow to dis
cover a parachute enshrouded object (Fig. 3-15) at a depth of 2550 feet lying on a 70 degree 
slope. The object was designated contact #261. The first phase of the search was complete.

Phase II was to commence on 26 March following an abortive attempt to raise contact 
#261 on one line that was severed in the attempt, dropping the object. The second 
search effort presented many of the same problems and much anxiety for a period of 8 days, 
when on 2 April the object, still chute enshrouded, was located on a bearing of 210* T., a 
distance of 120 yards from its position on 15 March and now at a depth of 2800 feet, position 
4 on Figure 3-13. The illusive weapon did not again evade the searchers of TF-65.
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Figure 3-13 Underwater Canyon
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Figure 3-15 Parachute Enshrouded Weapon at 2550 feet



were cleared through the same channels as the U.S. Air Force photographs. On 24 
February, thirteen were given clearance and all were released except one. Then, when the 
shift in release policy occurred in early March, DOD said that photograph release was 
authorized if the Embassy was kept informed and had no objections. In line with that, the 
Embassy told the site that the barrel operation could be photographed except for the filling 
of the barrels at Site #2, where exposure to radiation might occur. Thus, the arrival and 
departure of the drums could be photographed.

Permission to photograph the bomb after recovery, a completely unprecedented action, was 
given on 26 March. As described earlier, press representatives photographed it freely, 
and one underwater picture was released as well as one taken shortly after its recovery 
which showed the parachute still attached, with Spanish and American officials inspecting it.

HANDLING OF NEWS PERSONNEL

As may be realized from the discussion of the release problem, the main thing that infor
mation officers had to do was to be able to repeatedly say "no comment" without showing 
irritation. Then it was not a matter of just keeping reporters away from the hot spots, it 
was also necessary to just simply keep them away from where most of the activity was oc
curring, the decontamination sites and the naval operation. As mentioned earlier, it was 
not until nearly 2 months after the accident that they were really taken into the camp and 
Navy area, and not until 29 March was a group taken in a helicopter to view the scene. 
External security of the area was essentially the responsibility of the Guardia Civil, and at 
times tempers of the newsmen grew short. On 9 February, immediately after the British 
stories, written in a most flagrant scare theme, appeared in the press releases, the 
Guardia increased their area in which an escort was required, and the information officer 
at the site reported that:

Guardia has also widened the area in which escort is required. Newsmen must now 
have a military escort anywhere in the crash area, decontamination area, town of 
Palomares, and the military encampment. This will probably reduce the informa
tion newsmen can gather, and may result in more fabrications.

He also said that British reporters had been "particularly abusive” in response to the "no 
comment" answer to questions, and had made comments on "information released by high 
officials in the British Ministry of Defense" when refused permission to talk to General 
Wilson. On the following day seven English newsmen were denied entry because they did 
not have permits from the Ministry of Information, and were told that it would take up to 
two weeks to obtain them. The Commander, Guardia Civil, said that their instructions were 
not to admit people who did not have permits, and while such a paper had been required for 
more than a week it had only been within the last few days that it had been asked for by the 
Guardia. All of the restrictions did not always apply to all newsmen, and thus appeared to 
be retaliation actions against sensational stories. This ban continued for several days, 
being reported through 16 February.
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